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Zoom, zoom, zoom. 

 

Big economies tend to recover from recessions about as quickly as semi-trucks accelerate from stop lights. 

In other words, recovery tends to be slow. That may not be the case this time.  

 

“Everything in this economic cycle is happening at great speed. That is in part a reflection of the scale of 

economic stimulus, and not only from the [Federal Reserve]. One big fiscal package seems set to follow 

another. A $1.9trn package has barely passed and a $3trn infrastructure bill is mooted,” reported The 

Economist. 

 

Economic recovery has helped push stock prices higher, and concerns about inflation have pushed bond 

yields higher. Here are a few highlights from the first quarter of 2021: 

 

Vaccination nation 

Vaccine debates pepper small talk. Social media posts feature tips about finding appointments, as well 

as inoculation selfies and photos of vaccine cards. So far, about 31 percent of Americans have received 

one dose of a vaccine and 18 percent are fully vaccinated, reported the Centers for Disease Control. 

 

Confident consumers 

Vaccine progress, in tandem with stimulus payments and easing business restrictions, helped lift 

consumer confidence. The Conference Board Consumer Confidence Index® rose from 88.9 in January 

to 90.4 in February. The March number exceeded even the most optimistic economic forecasts, 

reported Payne Lubbers of Bloomberg, rising to 109.7. 

 

Jobs, jobs, jobs 

In March, the employment report exceeded expectations, too. The U.S. Labor Department reported 

916,000 new jobs were created. That was higher than the 675,000 jobs forecast by a Dow Jones survey 

of economists, reported Jeff Cox of CNBC. Leisure and hospitality sectors, which were hard hit by the 

pandemic, were job gain leaders in February and March. 

 

An improving rate of job creation was welcome news. By government measures, the unemployment 

rate was about 6 percent. However, in early March, Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen told PBS News 

Hour, “We still have an unemployment rate that, if we really measure it properly, taking account of all 

the four million people who've dropped out of the labor force, it's really running at 10 percent.” 

 

Bond yields rise 

For more than a decade, professional money managers have been predicting the end of the 40-year bull 

market in bonds – and they have been wrong. Since 1981 when rates on 10-year Treasuries were almost 

16 percent, Treasury rates have trended lower. 

 

That changed during the first quarter. Alexandra Scaggs of Barron’s reported: 

 

“The Treasury market just posted its worst quarterly performance in more than 40 years, 

with investors betting on a strong U.S. economic recovery from COVID-19…In theory, the 

selloff in Treasuries should have left markets that trade at a yield premium to Treasuries, 

such as corporate debt, in a better position…Yet higher-rated and safer corporate bonds 



posted losses for the quarter as well, because of their high levels of duration or sensitivity 

to Treasury yields.” 

 

Stock market boom 

During the first quarter, sectors that were unloved in 2020 gained favor. In the Standard & Poor’s 

(S&P) 500 Index, Energy, Financials, and Industrials delivered double-digit gains, reported Carleton 

English of Barron’s. Major U.S. stock indices finished the quarter higher. 

 

The stock boom also included tremendous enthusiasm for so-called meme stocks (inexpensive stocks 

with relatively weak fundamentals) which realized gains because of investors’ enthusiasm rather than 

intrinsic value, reported Bailey Lipschultz of Bloomberg. 

 

The one-year numbers in the scorecard remain noteworthy. They reflect the strong recovery of U.S. stocks 

from last year’s coronavirus downturn to the present day.  

 
Data as of 4/2/21 1-Week Y-T-D 1-Year 3-Year 5-Year 10-Year 

Standard & Poor's 500 (Domestic Stocks) 1.1% 7.0% 59.1% 15.9% 14.2% 11.7% 

Dow Jones Global ex-U.S. 0.9 4.1 54.2 4.5 7.9 2.7 

10-year Treasury Note (Yield Only) 1.7 NA 0.6 2.7 1.8 3.4 

Gold (per ounce) -0.3 -8.6 6.8 9.0 7.2 1.9 

Bloomberg Commodity Index -0.4 7.4 36.2 -1.2 1.7 -6.9 

S&P 500, Dow Jones Global ex-US, Gold, Bloomberg Commodity Index returns exclude reinvested dividends (gold does not pay a dividend) and 
the three-, five-, and 10-year returns are annualized; and the 10-year Treasury Note is simply the yield at the close of the day on each of the 

historical time periods.  

Sources: Yahoo! Finance, MarketWatch, djindexes.com, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, London Bullion Market Association. 
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Indices are unmanaged and cannot be invested into directly. N/A means not applicable. 

 

HOW MANY WAYS CAN YOU SAY MONEY? Slang is used by groups of people to distinguish 

themselves from other groups. Sometimes, slang terms become so well known, they are adopted for general 

use. See what you know about money slang by taking this brief quiz. 

 

1. In Australia, the smallest coin in value and physical size is known as: 

a. Shrapnel 

b. Toonie 

c. Bob 

d. Dosh 

 

2. Which of the following foods is not a slang term for money? 

a. Cabbage 

b. Chips 

c. Cheddar 

d. Pickles 

 

3. In the 1800s, the name of an American political party included a slang term for money. What was it 

called?  

a. Spondilux Party 

b. Long Green Party 

c. Greenback Party 

d. Moolah Party 

 

4. If you wanted to say, “one dollar,” which term would you choose? 

a. Benjamin 

b. Simoleon 



c. Yard 

d. Sawbuck 

 

Quiz Answers: 

1. A – Shrapnel 

2. D – Pickles 

3. C – Greenback Party 

4. B – Simoleon 

 

Weekly Focus – Think About It  
 

“Slang is a language that rolls up its sleeves, spits on its hands, and goes to work.”  

--Carl Sandburg, American poet, journalist, and editor 

 

Best regards, 

 

A.J. 

 

P.S.  Please feel free to forward this commentary to family, friends, or colleagues. If you would like us to 

add them to the list, please reply to this email with their email address and we will ask for their permission 

to be added. 
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